
Covers and Accessories 
Below are recommendations gathered by students and faculty. Consider how you think you 
might use the device. Feel free to find your own. A case and some sort of screen protector are a 
must. If you use it, you will likely drop it at least once!  
 
Basic and Minimalist Covers: These may not help you much with a drop 

Apple Smart Cover - $39  
http://www.apple.com/shop/product/MKM02ZM/A/ipad-mini-4-smart-cover-stone 
Combine with a silicone case: $59 
http://www.apple.com/shop/product/MKLP2ZM/A/ipad-mini-4-silicone-case-stone 
 
Khomo Ipad Mini 4 Case Dual Super Slim Cover - $13-15 
Simple and slim, less protection, okay grip, less expensive, many covers 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B014RK8KQY/?tag=thewire06-
20&linkCode=xm2&ascsubtag=WC36384&th=1  

 
Moko Case and Cover ($10) 

https://www.amazon.com/MoKo-iPad-Mini-Case-

Lightweight/dp/B00U8M2JMW/ref=sr_1_2?s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1481318544&s

r=1-2&keywords=case+and+cover+ipad+mini+4 

 
Protective: 

Spigem Tough Armor - $20 – on sale 
Great protection, hard plastic, bulky, tighter fit in white coat pocket, rotates and stands, 
black only:  
https://www.amazon.com/Spigen-Extreme-Protection-Cushion-
Techonology/dp/B013J4LNWC 
 
UZBL AirWave - $30 
Dr. Hobbs’ case: Rubberized, great protection from drops, fits in white coat, good hand 
grip, 4 colors –  
https://www.amazon.com/AirWave-Mini-Drop-Protection-
iPad/dp/B01169IRHQ/ref=sr_1_2?s=wireless&ie=UTF8&qid=1487017945&sr=1-
2&keywords=uzbl+ipad+mini+4 
 
Minisuit Snap Rotating Case with Hand Strap - $24 
Hard plastic, rotates, hand grip, plastic screen covering 
https://www.amazon.com/Minisuit-Rotating-Strap-iPad-Mini/dp/B018RVWADI 

Topsky shock absorption - $15 
Great protection, hard plastic, bulky, tighter fit in white coat pocket, no hand grip 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B010B0W1DW/ref=psdc_11548963011_t1_B010B0W1GO 
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Keyboard cases – useful for typing, email, etc. Not helpful with EPIC as there is no F2 button to 

move within a templated note. *Dr. Hobbs personally has chosen to forego the keyboard, but 

some students have definitely enjoyed the keyboard.  

MobilePal - $20 
Hard plastic with Bluetooth keyboard. Do fit in pocket. Some durability issues. 
https://www.amazon.com/MobilePal-Bluetooth-Wireless-Versatile-
Landscape/dp/B019BVNW0S/ref=pd_lpo_147_tr_t_3?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=
PCQCZATCSH5SGMG96QC6 
 
Similar to the above, but more expensive. ?slightly better quality 
Spigen ($33) 
https://www.amazon.com/Spigen-KIPM4W-Keyboard-Bluetooth-
Connection/dp/B01A0B1EXU 
 
Higher quality, similar features, better materials 
Logitech focus ($90) 
http://www.logitech.com/en-us/product/focus-keyboard-case-ipad-mini-4 
 

Fancier/fashionable: 
2 Fancy leather/wallet options, rotate, less expensive – first is $13, second is $10 
https://www.amazon.com/Thankscase-Rotating-Wallet-Pocket-
Function/dp/B015MA3V3A/ 
https://www.amazon.com/FYY-Functional-Premium-Leather-Elastic/dp/B014PD1JMK 

 
Separate keyboards (not connected to the device) – This is optional and useful for those who 
would like to write notes in EPIC or replace typical laptop functions. Downside is carrying. 
 

Default recommendation: Logitech K380 -$40  
 http://www.logitech.com/en-us/product/multi-device-keyboard-k380  
 
Upgrade pick: Logitech K811 - $100  
http://www.logitech.com/en-us/product/illuminated-keyboard-for-mac-ipad-iphone 
 
Safe bet, less expensive: Anker Ultra Compact Slim  
https://www.amazon.com/Compact-Wireless-Bluetooth-Keyboard-
Rechargeable/dp/B00PIMIUPW/ref=dp_ob_title_kitchen?tag=tt88-20 

 
Stylus: 

Meko Stylus bundle with replacable tips ($15) 
https://www.amazon.com/MEKO-Precision-Stylus-Replaceable-
Devices/dp/B01E0LHE26/ref=sr_1_11?s=pc&ie=UTF8&qid=1481318838&sr=1-
11&keywords=stylus+for+ipad 
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